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Professor Calvin Long, visiting lecturer from the Washington State University math department, will present a series of two lectures in the math-physics building at the UM campus.

According to Dr. William Myers, chairman of the UM mathematics department, Professor Long's visit is under the auspices of the Academic Year Institute.

The first of Long's two lectures will be presented Friday (Oct. 7) at 4 p.m. in MP. 305 and is entitled "Fibonacci Numbers: Enrichment for High School Teachers and Students."

Long's second lecture "Addition Theorems for Sets of Integers" will be given Monday (Oct. 10) at 4 p.m. in MP. 305 and is sponsored by the UM math department.

Professor Long was a student of Professor Ivan Niven at the University of Oregon. He is also author of a book on number theory and co-author of a book on mathematics for elementary school teachers.

The interested public is invited to attend the lectures.